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Christianity or Islam: which is the real religion of peace? Almost any liberal pundit will tell you that

there's a religion bent on destroying our Constitution, stripping us of our liberties, and imposing

religious rule on the U.S. And that religion is . . .Christianity! About Islam, however, the Left is

silent--except to claim a moral equivalence between the two: if Islam has terrorists today, that's

nothing compared to the Crusades, inquisitions, and religious wars in Christianity's past. But is this

true? Are conservative Christians really more of a threat to free societies than Islamic jihadists? Is

the Bible really just as violent as the Qur'an? Is Christianity's history really as bloodstained as

Islam's? In Religion of Peace? Why Christianity Is and Islam Isn't, New York Times best-selling

author Robert Spencer refutes such charges with hard facts and examples of how Christianity

helped build America, and how Islam is bent on destroying it.
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I find Mr. Spencer's books exceptionally enlightening and each one has been a page turner for me.

As a published Schiffer Military History author/biographer of WWII, I have spent a lot of time in

Germany and interviewing German veterans. The highlight of my life was meeting many times with

the late Manfred Rommel, who helped me in my first book. His insight into the evil of the Third

Reich, the insidious changes in the German society....well, dear folks....we have it again. The

Propaganda ministry: abc news and cnn & company are telling us, as has the President - Obama

and Bush - that Islam is the Religion of Peace. I read the Koran for myself in the spring of 2013 and



I opined that 'it ain't" the religion of peace! To the contrary, I found Mr. Spencer is, once again, on

the spot with this book. It is a fast read, like listening to a conversation of Christianity and

Islam...chapter titles: No Virginia, All Religions Aren't Equal; We Have Met the Enemy and He Is.....;

The Real Threat; Cherry-Picking in the Fields of the Lord; The Cross and the Sword, Christian

Anti-Semitism vs islam "Apes and Pigs" (Yes folks this is indeed you and me!!)'' The West Calls for

Dialogue; Islam Calls For JiHad; Faith and Unreason; Women in the West vs Burquas and Beatings;

Yes, Virginia, Western Civilization is Worth Defending!" The Koran is filled with the worst kind of

hate speech, but why do Muslims get angry when you read the Koran? It is totally foolish argument

that one must read it in Arabic. I mean reading "kill the Jew, kill the Christian", blasphemers, God

has no need of a son!" etc etc. is pretty clear to me translated....so in Arabic these words translated

would "NOT" say kill the Jew, Kill the Christian? I don't think we need to worry about translations!

AND for us women?! Pull your head out of your burka - baby .. well, I suppose that would get a

woman killed in many religion of peace countries. Second only to Mein Kampf (My struggle) by

Adolph in Jew hate, calls for Jew killing, and us Christians? We are right behind in line as are the

other non-Muslims which I wish to change to us FREE PEOPLE of the WORLD. When the news

media says Jesus is mentioned in the Koran - oh, that's okay if you only believe he's a prophet only.

Not Divine, Not Crucified and not Arisen. Otherwise, same old blaspheming on Christians again.

Overall, going to Robert's website JihadWatch.com, Dr. David Wood, Dr. David Warner and Ayaan

Hirsi Ali's AHA website and check on her enlightening books. God Bless You, & Jesus is the Way,

the Truth and the Life!

Another Grand Slam by Dr. Spencer. Indispensable to a full understanding of the gulf between Islam

and Christianity. It is an excellent review of the worldview of Christians and that is compared with

how Muslims view things.

Robert Spencer does us all a favor as he illustrates by documentation in the Koran vs. the New

Testament how radically different is Mohammed's teaching compared to the teaching of Jesus. The

basic premise of the Koran that Allah does not conform to human reasoning is diametrically

opposed to the teaching of Jesus that although God in his essence as Almighty, is in fact

reasonable and rational.

I've loaned this book to friends who needed to understand what the ruckus is all about in the Middle

East. It's full of good information and it makes me realize nothing is going to change in those



cultures and areas of the world.

excellent

EXCELLENT. If you have read or studied Ancient World history and Civilizations; you will enjoy this

book very much. If you have continued your studies and kept current on world events, this book will

confirm, with concise clarity, the greatest threat to world peace known to Western Civilization. The

Naive West thinks that when Islam speaks of "Peace", it carries the same connotations as in the

Judeo-Christian context. This is, unfortunately, a tragic error with extreme long term

consequences.In Western society and culture, the various forms of government, law, and religion

are distinctly separate; allowing for numerous combinations. Islam consolidates all three into one.

Islam is a very detailed and exacting combination of government, law (Sharia), and religion; the

three are inseparable. Unlike Christianity which allows other religious beliefs, forms of government,

and systems of law; Islam does not. Any Muslim that says different is not following the teachings of

Islam, which infuriates the Islamic Traditionalist, who is working and preparing for the day when ALL

PEOPLES, moderate muslims included, and Infidels (non-Muslim) yield to the power/control of

Islam/Allah. The poorly/uniformed elites of Western Culture continually quote the Koran (direct from

Allah), with no knowledge of the Hadiths (which are Muhammad's interpretation of the Koran).The

"Politically Correct" will die (literally) decrying these historical facts, just as strongly as they defend

Islam as a religion of peace. The West endured the Cold War fearing Communism and its nuclear

threat to World Peace. Communism was a "Piker" compared to Islam. Islam controls the middle

East, Africa, and has neutered Europe (the "mainstream" media cannot hide every riot from the

public forever), check the internet. Islam is spread through both physical and mental

INTIMIDATION, knowing that the West is asleep and will not use the same tactics.Other highly

recommended (informative & interesting) reading and viewing: "AMERICA ALONE, the End of the

World as We Know It", by Mark Steyn; and "ISLAM, WHAT THE WEST NEEDS TO KNOW" (DVD).

An outstanding book that is highly recommended reading for a good understanding of the problems

that we are having with terrorism today.

Very Informative
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